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 Discipleship in the Orthodox Tradition

Chapter 4 ‒ Discipleship in the Orthodox Tradition

Discipleship as a concept is not very familiar in today’s Orthodox 
communities, outside monastic circles. Yet it has not always been like that.

In the first three centuries of Christian history, one could trace 
uninterrupted lines of spiritual genealogy all the way back to the apostles 
of Christ. Besides being the natural way in which the apostolic kerygma 
was transmitted and character was formed, such authority relationships 
were very important, particularly at the times of persecution that 
dominated that period, when converts to the Christian faith were often 
asked to pay the supreme price for their religious decision.

The situation changed radically after the Edict of Milan (AD 313), when it 
suddenly became fashionable for people to be Christian. This substantially 
ended the disciple-making reflexes inherited from apostolic times. Yet 
this tradition did not disappear completely, but was perpetuated among 
the Desert Fathers and Mothers, who, at least initially, withdrew in 
monastic communities, especially in Palestine and Egypt, as a reaction to 
the accommodation of Christian communities to the ways of the secular 
world. In these early monastic communities, the Christian formation of 
new disciples was the duty of more mature followers of Christ (abbas and 
ammas), much as had happened in Christian communities in previous 
centuries. It was a model rooted in mystical vision and strengthened by an 
emphasis on ascetic practices, aimed at crucifying the passions of the flesh.

One may ask what happened to the Christian formation of those who 
continued to live in society. It is interesting that, as the news about the 
wisdom of the desert monastics reached larger Christian communities 
living in the world, some Christians started visiting the desert monastic 
communities, in search of models and sources of spiritual enrichment. 
This, of course, supplemented the influence of committed bishops and 
priests, who often paid a high price for speaking openly against those 
who were following the ways of the world.
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This dual model of Christian discipleship dominated most of the rest of 
Orthodox history. In time, monastic communities became more and more 
influential, so that we may rightly say that discipleship in Orthodoxy is 
dominated by the monastic model.

A key theological concept for the Orthodox understanding and practice 
of discipleship is that of theosis, which sadly is often misunderstood as 
a claim that human beings can be deified, can become God. This is to 
misunderstand theosis, a powerful concept which draws on a number of 
biblical passages.1 It helps us to understand that as we become more open 
to God, we become recipients of the life of God and begin to reflect the 
glory of God more faithfully. Theosis is not about a change of our essence 
(we remain fully human) but rather about our becoming more fully alive, 
more human as humanity was intended to be, because we have allowed 
God’s life to fill and eventually overwhelm us. Discipleship takes us along 
this road until eventually the (human) mirror is no longer seen, but only 
the reflected glory of God.

The limits of this text force us to jump over centuries of significant 
Orthodox history in order to arrive at the present time. The mystical 
and ascetical model of Christian discipleship promoted by the Eastern 
Fathers is still the predominant one in Orthodoxy today. If our suggestion 
is true, one may rightly ask how this monastic vision of Christian 
spirituality could still respond to the needs of Orthodox believers living 
in secular environments. It is in response to such needs that the Institute 
for Orthodox Christian Studies in Cambridge has created ‘The Way’, a 
course of adult catechism similar to the Alpha course. Yet most Orthodox 
communities in the majority Orthodox countries have little interest in 
such attempts, being dominated by nostalgia for the times when they 
had a dominant position in society. Nevertheless, as secularism progresses, 
Orthodox Christians will be forced to face the challenge of re-imagining 
Christian discipleship in the new context, in the light of their tradition 
of spiritual formation.

1  See particularly 2 Pet 1.4 and 2 Cor 3.18.


